A Brick and Mortar
Guide to Snapchat
Leveraging Snapchat to Drive More
Foot Traffic and Engagement

Stats & Facts
Snapchat is the it-platform for Gen-Zs, extending to
millennials and celebrities. Between fun Lenses, engaging
Geofilters, and the photo messaging app’s new Map feature,
teens snap away with their friends while watching local event
Stories and reading Discover articles. On Snapchat, there are
many opportunities to market branded content to younger
demographics.
Over 100 million users visit the platform each day, with nearly
three-quarters of all Snapchat users Gen-Zs or millennials.
Most users send photo-, video-, or text messages to their
friends in addition to posting and viewing Stories from friends,
events, and businesses. Since the app began as a photoand video-sharing platform, Snapchat users have grown to
explore new features, including Discover, a news and article
feed, and the Map, a location-sharing atlas, and are engaging
with the app in more ways than ever before.
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Key Features
Stories

Stories are Snapchat users’ opportunity to share content with all
of their friends, rather than directly messaging just one friend.
Featured on the same page as the app’s Discover feature,
each user’s Story can include an unlimited number of images
or videos, and can remain visible for up to 24 hours. After this
period, posts disappear unless saved via screenshot. When
viewing a Story belonging to a friend, brand, or a retailer,
Snapchat users have to option of writing a direct text response
to a piece of content viewed in the Story. A Story also allows
the user who posted it to see all of the users who viewed it and
who took screenshots of it.

Lenses

One of Snapchat’s camera features is its Lenses catalog. Every
day, the app refreshes its library of selfie filters, which includes
flower crowns, dog ears, silly-mirror distortion effects, and face
swaps. At least twice or thrice a week, a company or business
designs and sponsors a Lens to promote itself. Sponsored
Lenses always appear at the beginning of the daily Lens library,
so users are required to scroll through them in order to choose
another filter. For example, on a given Wednesday, TV show
“Younger” used this Lens of sunglasses, lipstick, and a drink.
Even if a user had scrolled past this Lens and chosen another
filter, they could not have avoided seeing it and learning that
“Younger” was going to be on TV that night. This way, Snapchat
users inevitably engage sponsored content while on the app.

Geofilters

Geofilters are Snapchat’s location-based Snap-enhancement
features. App users, especially teens, often lay a Geofilter
or two over their image to share their location, temperature,
time, or date. While some filters are permanent filters always
available in the app, brands and stores have the opportunity
to sponsor temporary Geofilters and feature them in specific
locations or areas. Retailers like Sephora, Forever 21, and Coach
often deploy temporary Geofilters that cover the shopping
centers or malls in which they are located. These filters
promote in-store visits, products, and sales. They are more
focused garnering attention in-store as opposed to online calls
to action, as Snapchat does not allow sponsored Geofilters to
link to external websites or other apps.
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Key Features
Snap Map

To further promote location-sharing, Snapchat recently
introduced the Map, a feature that allows users to see
where their friends are, show their own location, and explore
thermally-mapped “hot-spots”— areas or locations abuzz with
events and Stories. On this sample Map, multiple areas are
aglow with blue-green, yellow, or red shades, indicating activity
in those places. Text boxes on the Map such as “Black Rabbit
Rose” and “The Bootleg Theatre” indicate an event or Story.
While the Map is a new addition to Snapchat, it is already highly
popular amongst Gen-Zs and millennials, who are checking out
their friends’ activity and engaging with local Stories.

Paperclip

In addition to the Map, Snap, Inc. has introduced a new and
long-awaited feature that allows linking a Snap to a webpage.
Whereas Snapchat previously only allowed web linking with
paid ads, now anyone can link a website, blog, YouTube video,
or article onto their Snap or Story. App users can now visit
webpages directly within the app without opening their webbrowser, allowing the customer to seamlessly transition from
their Snap experience to a retailer’s shopping experience.
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Tips & Tricks
Snapchat is an excellent way to connect with young
customers and improve brand viewership. Whether you
choose to market your brand through Stories, the Map,
Geofilters, or face filters, here are a few tips on how to best
use the app to your advantage.
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seen. If you want to design a successful Geofilter for your store,
create a design that will appeal to both people who know your
store and people who don’t, and make it attractive using color,
images, and text— your goal is to have Snapchat users feature
your filter in Stories and Snaps to friends, so make sure your
filter is versatile enough to appeal to a wide audience.

Create individual Snapchat accounts
for each of your store locations

On Snapchat, location is a key aspect of the app’s
interactive features. If your business has multiple
store locations, make separate accounts for each one
and give store associates the opportunity to share photos and
videos. This way, each store’s content will be specific to its own
customer base.
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Post regularly and keep your
customers engaged
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Sponsor a Lens or Geofilter, but design Put your store on the Map
it wisely
Using Snapchat’s recently-added location-sharing feature,

Since Stories delete themselves after 24 hours,
make sure your store’s account stays up to date. To
maximize business-customer interaction, don’t let your Story
become blank or empty; if you see that your story is nearing
the end of its 24-hour life, post more content and thus extend
its life for another day. However, while it can be tempting to
post photo after photo, keep in mind that customers may lose
interest in your content and might stop watching your Story or
unfriend your account. Best practice: Effective Stories often
feature around three Snaps, but if you’re featuring someone
or something that you know will hold your viewers’ attention—
such as a celebrity or a tutorial— go ahead and make it four to
five Snaps long.

Both Lenses and Geofilters are important aspects
of Snapchat and, accordingly, great opportunities
for getting the word out about a business or product. That
being said, there are times when a sponsored filter is either
so obtrusive, so unadapting, or so niche that many Snapchat
users will see it, scroll past it, and forget about it. On the other
hand, some filters easily match with many images, no matter
what the Snap is, and are popular for this reason. Snapchat’s
own National Sunglasses Day Geofilter, which serves as an
advertisement for its product, Spectacles, is certainly prominent
in the image, but it only covers a small part, and even then,
its translucent background allows the image behind it to be

put your store on the Map by posting Snaps to “Our Story,” a
public story visible to both your Snapchat friends and any users
who are near you on the Map. Previously, businesses found it
difficult to share content publicly on Snapchat, since users only
saw Stories by accounts they friended. However, the Map and
Our Story break that barrier by giving events and stores the
opportunity to truly share their content and posts with a broader
audience based on Geolocation. The feature was designed to
promote in-person meetups, so use the Map to your advantage
and with Our Story, let both current and potential customers
know that you’re only a short walk or a few blocks away.
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Tips & Tricks
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Use Paperclip to sell your store

Paperclip is a free and easy way to direct your Story
viewers to your store’s website or to specific items
in your store’s online catalog. Once you take a Snap
of the products you’d like to showcase and connect
the link you’d like to feature, all that your customers have to do
to access the site is swipe up on their screens. Paperclipping a
link to your Snap doesn’t take away from the image or video at
all, so it’s a great opportunity and add-on to promote in-store
shoppers and purchases. (You may want to add the phrase,
“swipe up” in the text of the Snap to let customers know about
the attached link.)
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Engage your customers with
questions and exclusive opportunities

Get your Story viewers involved by encouraging
them to interact via text responses, Snap responses,
and screenshots. Ask questions such as, “Which of these
products are your favorites?” and share their responses
alongside the products themselves; ask “What’s your favorite
summer style?” and share what they have to say, in conjunction
with examples of said styles. If your store contributes to Our
Story, an example of a way to engage with customers is by
giving away a newly-arrived item or a gift card; the winner can
be randomly chosen from whoever posts on your Story on
the Map. This can make your store location a hot-spot on the
thermal Map while also generating excitement about your instore products.
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Share a Story unique to your store’s
specific location and customer base

If your store is part of a larger brand or chain, user
your Story to specifically target your audience
based on Geolocation. Use local concerts, sports
games, and music festivals to showcase relevant products in
your images and videos. On days when there aren’t any events,
keep your story updated with Snapchat’s location-based
temperature, weather, time, and date filters. The data for these
filters works to localize and individual your store For example,
apparel retailer could use a warm single-temperature filter to
promote shorts, tank tops, and sandals at a particular brick and
mortar location. They could also use a sunny five-day forecast
filter to showcase hats, visors, and caps available in the store.
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Use Radius8 to transition your
followers from Snapping to shopping

Radius8 can connect you with your customers by
providing them with an easy way to shop their local
store by enabling a “Swipe up to Shop Our Store” experience
in Snapchat. By merchandising what’s locally available based
on location-specific influences and trends, your store can drive
more online orders and in-store visits from Snapchat users.
With Radius8, create new sales opportunities and enhance
store productivity by taking advantage of local currents.
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About Us
Radius8 empowers retailers to dynamically merchandise online
using the context of their physical stores and local
market intelligence to drive online conversions and store foot
traffic.
Our retail cloud builds analytics and trends per each store
location that monetizes the unique aspects of local markets.
The R8 platform leverages local online browsing behaviors,
instore sales trends, inventory, and more to intelligently build
context based on location, maximizing the customer experience
so that you can convert more traffic.
Radius8 provides a locally sourced online experience that
increases customer engagement and drives greater sales in a
flexible cloud platform that works with your existing website,
app, and social media presence.

707 State Road, Suite 105
Princeton NJ 08540
609.375.8851

https://www.facebook.com/radius8
https://twitter.com/radius8

www.radius8.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/radius8
https://www.instagram.com/radius8inc

